Through the course you will learn:
- Introduction
- Countries and continents
- Numbers, Time, Hours
- Telephones, Addresses
- Bank, Money, Currencies
- Department store, Furniture
- Food and Drinks, Shopping
- Work, Job
- Leisure Time
- Family
- Housework
- Living, House, Flat
- Holiday, Travelling
- Human body, Illnesses and Healthcare
- Colours and clothing

The grammar covered with the course includes:
- Nouns:
  - Articles
  - Genders
  - Plural
- Adjectives:
  - Plural
  - Comparison
- Pronouns:
  - Personal
  - Demonstrative
- Numerals:
  - Cardinal
  - Ordinal
- Verbs:
  - Verb “piacere”
  - Verb “essere”
  - Present simple
  - Past simple
- Adverbs:
  - Creation from adjectives
  - Comparison
- Prepositions:
  - Basic prepositions
- Sentences:
  - Questions
  - Negation
  - Sentences with “si”

Italian EXPRESS includes
- 80 hours of intensive study
- 1870 new words and phrases
- 287 exercises and tests
- 63 audio recordings
- 608 pictures and photos